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The animal kingdom finally shares its truth with humanity - because enough of us are willing to listen. In We Walk

Beside You, we step inside the breathtaking world of animal consciousness to encounter the inner lives – and voices –

of animals. Communicating through the vehicle of telepathy – from one mind to another –members of the animal

kingdom step forward to reveal what they want humans to finally know. From snails to blue whales to our beloved

members of the family, they disclose witty, perceptive and deeply compassionate observations of human conduct

and rectify our long held misconceptions about their behavior. Even more significantly, they deliver messages filled

with the hope, inspiration and vision that are so badly needed in our current human world. Some of the insights they

reveal include: • How the animal world accesses information about us and communicates it through a stream of

thought and energy. • The ways that our companion animals positively influence our thinking and help us

energetically. • What “animal wise ways” will help humans to stress less, trust themselves more, synchronize with the

flow of life and experience greater health and more joy. • How we can process life’s challenges such as illness,

hardship, loss, fear, trauma, death and dying with more understanding and peace. Beckoning us towards sanity and

self- empowerment, away from our devices and back to connection with each other and all Life, the animals

ultimately show us how we can co-create a world that heals and thrives. You may never look at a non-human — or

yourself — the same way again.
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